
 



Is a machine which harvests the grain crops by 
comprising the 3 separate operation activities of 
harvesting as following: 

• 1. Harvesting   

• 2. Threshing  

• 3. Winnowing  

These above 3 operations are combined to form a 
single process in the combine harvester. 

 



Combine harvester is used for the crops whose seeds 
or edible part is at the top of the plant (grains) and the 
below part which is discarded or left in the field as it is 
inedible (chaff).  

Crops like: Paddy, wheat, oats, barley, corn, rye, sorghum, 
linseed, sunflower, and soybean. 

Types  

According to Source of Power  

1. Self-propelled 

2. PTO-Operated/ Mount 

According to Movement  

 1. Wheel 

 2. Crawler 



Function of combine harvester 

Feeding the standing crop to the cutter bar with the help 
of reel Cutting the crop Feeding the crop to threshing unit 
Threshing the crop Separating the husk from grains 
Cleaning the grains Conveying and storing the grain. 

How does it work? 

 1. Standing crop: Crops are gathered in by the header at 
the front, which has a pair of sharp pincers called crop 
dividers at either end. The wider the header, the faster 
and more efficiently a harvester can cut a field. Different 
headers are used for cutting different crops  The header is 
often hydraulically powered and can be raised, lowered, 
and angled in different ways from the cab. 
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2. Reel: This is the first part to touch the standing grain, it 
holds the grain against the knife. It is a slowly rotating 
wheel pushes the crops down toward the cutter. The reel 
has horizontal bars called bats and vertical teeth or tines 
to grip the plant stalks.  

3. Cutter bar: Cutter bar runs the entire length of the 
header underneath the reel. Its teeth (sometimes called 
mowing fingers) open and close repeatedly to cut off the 
crops at their base along a ground level.  

4. Conveyor: Behind the cutter bar, the cut crops are fed 
toward the center by spinning augurs (screws) and travel 
up a conveyor to the processing mechanism inside the 
main part of the combine. It simply does the lifting 
mechanism of the chaffed plant towards the threshing 
unit. 

 



5. Threshing drum: A threshing drum beats the cut crops 
to break and shake the grains away from their stalks. 
Threshing removes the grain or seed from the head. 
  
6. Sieves: The crop or threshed material is made to pass 
through the sieve or separator chamber below to this 
seed collector or storage is present. The sieves plates 
keep on shaking so does a seeds to separate and fall 
down through sieves. The grains fall through sieves into a 
collecting tank below. 
 
7. Straw walkers: The straw (unwanted material) passes 
along conveyors called straw walkers toward the back of 
the machine. In some machines the straw are passed 
through the chaffer machine to cut the inedible part into 
smaller pieces. Then passed to the chaffer extension or 
straw spreader. 
 



8. Unloader: When the grain tank is full, a tractor with 
a trailer on the back pulls alongside the combine. The 
grain is carried up from the tank by an elevator and 
shoots out of a side pipe (sometimes called the 
unloader) into the trailer. The unloader pipe height 
can be adjusted. 

  

 9. Straw spreader: The unwanted straw chaff tumbles 
from the back of the machine. Some combines have a 
rotating spreader mechanism that throws the straw 
over a wide area. Sometimes the straw is baled up by 
a baling machine and used for animal bedding. 

 





Before operating the combine harvester in field we 
should check the followings in the field:  

1. Field condition  

2. Crop condition  

3. Moisture content  

4. Height of cutting 

Ideal requirements of a perfect combine harvester  

1. Less broken grains. 

2. No grain loss on the ground at the cutter bar end. 

3. No grain losses at the back end of the harvesting unit.  

4. No un-thrashed grain. 

5. Should give clean grains.  

 



6. Machine should be capable of operation on crop 
even with higher moisture content.  

7. Machine should be capable of working on various 
crops.  

8. Easy to operate.  

9. Easy to maintain  

10. Should consume less fuel. 

Other types of harvesting machines are:  

1.  Paddy combine harvester 

2.  Sugarcane combine harvester 

3.  Soybean combine harvester 

4.  Maize combine harvester 
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